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SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:


The shelter roof has
been finished before the
first snow. Thank you to
everyone who helped to
make this happen.



Five pups are adopted
in the UK



Many new arrivals



Courage the pup has an
operation to remove his
badly damaged eyeball



Thank you to Jayne and
Eva laysan and Mark for
holding RSDR stalls



Thank you Charlotte
Turner for doing a 20
mile sponsored walk



Thank you to Jason
Church for doing the
Spartan Beast 12 mile
obstacle course from
Hell.



Visit from Gareth Duffin



Thank you to Kim and
Nicky who volunteered



Carl and Bronwen who
rescued George came to
visit



Thank you to everyone
who has sent things,
donated or sponsored a
dog



We still have many
unsponsored dogs.
Please help by sponsoring a dog for 10 Euros a
month.
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We are happy to announce that the shelter roof has now been finished. We can now face the first
snow without the worry that the roof will collapse as it very nearly did last winter.
All year we have been been fundraising and appealing for donations, applying for grants and entering competitions so that the dogs and cats would be safe this winter. People have been fantastic doing fundraising events and donating and we sincerely thank you for making this happen.
The roofer very kindly said that at no extra cost, he could make the last section of the new roof
higher, giving us storage space in a loft area. We accepted this offer and once we have raised
money for ceilings and a floor and windows, it will give us a much needed storage area.
There is still a lot of work to be done renovating the shelter. We still have no hot water at all, no
ceilings,heating or electricity where the dogs are and many windows are missing or broken. The
only sink is a tiny hand basin and we have no plumbing and drainage for a washing machine.
This will all take time and money but we know with help, support and determination it will be
done. Thank you to everyone who helped and supported us with the roof campaign.

Volunteers
Thank you to Kim De Keyser and Nicky Vercauteren who came to help at the shelter for eight
days. Nicky and Kim from Belgium were a great help and the dogs loved the extra walks and
attention.
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On the 15th November we finally got to meet Gareth Duffin. Gareth has supported RSDR
for quite some time now and earlier this year did an amazing 24 hour drumathon to raise
funds for RSDR. Gareth came to visit with his friend Jake and Jake’s lovely wife and
boys.
Jake’s boys enjoyed meeting the new pups and Gareth was finally able to see the shelter
and meet the dogs that he had driven himself to exhaustion for and gone through so much
pain for, doing his 24 hour drumathon. He was obviously moved meeting the dogs and
hearing their stories, especially Georgia, one of our newer residents. Georgia was desperately thin when she arrived and although she has put weight on she still hasn’t recovered
mentally from her abuse. When Gareth went in to meet her, Georgia dropped to the floor
and cowered expecting a beating. Gareth was a natural and fantastic with her. He spent
time reassuring her and talking to her until she relaxed. During that time a special bond
was formed. When Gareth went on to meet the dogs in the next pen, Georgia jumped up
and was barking to him, making it quite clear that she wants to adopt him. The feeling
was mutual and Georgia will be joining Gareth in the UK, some time next year.
Thank you to Gareth for coming to visit and for the donation and puppy wormer.
Please support Gareth Duffin in his next fundraising event for RSDR. On the 9th February 2013 he will be drumming for 27 hours.
http://www.streetdogrescue.com/gareths27hrdrumathon.htm
Above right:
Tony, Gareth, Diane
Tony, Gareth and Jake
Left:
Gareth and courage
Meeting the pups
Gareth and Georgia

George has his very own visitors
George has been with us since october 2010. He was brought to us by
Bronwen and Carl after they rescued him. George was originally used
as a guard dog and had his ears cut off to make him look mean. He was
then turned loose and shot at. George is a permanent resident as it
would not be safe to re-home him. When he knows someone and likes
them, he is very loving but is fiercely aggressive with people he doesn’t
know.
Carl and Bronwen have kept in contact since bringing George to us and
in November came to visit him. We were concerned that George may
not remember them but he
did and he was so pleased
to see them. It was so nice
to see George with Bronwen and Carl and they were kind enough to bring us
some dog food.
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We didn’t have a full adoption trip in November but five pups were adopted and there was room on transport for them to go
to their new homes in England. Dixie, Penny, Grant, Angus and Jinny are all now with their new families. Thank you to
their families for adopting them and to our UK adoption team for all their time and dedication.

Penny

Angus and Jinny

Dixie

Grant

Pups near the Devil’s Throat Caves
In october we were asked if we could help some pups that were in a remote
layby near the Devil’s Throat Cave. The pups were only about a month old
and had been dumped. We had to explain that despite being a four hour
drive away, we had nowhere at all to put any pups. The lady said that she
had written to a number of other rescues so we hoped that someone who
didn’t have quite so many dogs would help them.
Sam and Nikita (daughter and grandaughter) came to visit for three weeks
so Sam and I decided we would go to the caves one day and see if
the pups had been rescued. We found the layby just before the
caves and sadly the pups were still there. They were fighting aggressively over the food we put down for them and only one pup
would let us get anywhere near to it. Sadly that pup appeared to
have lost an eye. We picked him up and took him back to the shelter after leaving plenty of food for the other three pups.
Courage as he was named, was very thin and flea and worm
infested and obviously needed something doing to his eye.
We couldn’t sleep at night for worrying about the three pups
that we couldn’t catch. It was such an isolated area and during
the winter the pups would surely starve and die. Three days
later we went back with Tony and some cages and attempted to
catch the rest of the pups. It was a difficult job and they all tried
to avoid being caught and then were fighting and biting,
but Tony did eventually manage to grab them all. All
the pups had to be treated for an infection but sadly
Shadow died.
Courage was taken to the vets in Plovdiv and we were
told that he did actually have an eyeball but it was so
badly damaged that it would have to be removed. He
also had two different fungal infections in his ears .
He has now had an operation to remove his eyeball
and his ears were flushed out while he was
asleep. He has ear drops and will return to the
vets soon for his stitches to be removed and
for his ears to be checked again.
Walter and Poco the other two pups are now
learning to trust and get used to people.
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Star
On the way back to the shelter from the first trip to the Devil’s Throat Cave, it was dark as Sam Nikita and I were coming
through Smolian and the roads were particularly busy with everyone leaving work. I suddenly pulled in at a bus stop after spotting what looked like a small pup on the pavement. At the same time, Sam noticed the rest of the litter of young pups trying to
cross the dual carriageway. One pup was hit by a van and after being knocked flying it managed to get up and ran off screaming. Sam tried to catch the pups but they crawled under a fence. She grabbed one and handed it to me while she went to try and
find the others. I had to move the car and having Courage the pup we had previously irescued n the cage, I had no other option than to hand the pup to Nikita and ask her to hold it
and look after it.
We were unable to get the other pups so had to set off back to the shelter. At three years
old, Nikita was taking her animal rescue role very seriously and insisted on holding Star
all the way home, even after she had been sick. In the days before they had to go back to
England, Sam and Nikita got very attached to Star. Once they got back home Nikita kept
asking about Star, her puppy she had rescued. Star was very ill for a while with a nasty
infection but is now recovering. Once she has completed all her vaccinations, she will be
going to England to live with Sam and Nikita.

Beauty
The first time that Sam and I went to the Devil’s Throat Cave , we passed a
dog who stopped and looked at us and wagged its tail as we drove past. At the
time we couldn’t stop as there was traffic behind us and nowhere to pull in.
We looked on the way back but there was no sign of the dog. On the second
drive there we looked again but there was still no sign of the dog. On the way
back having just rescued the three other pups, we did see the same dog. This
time we were able to pull over and the dog came straight to us. He was very
hungry but also desperate for attention. We couldn’t leave him so Tony held
him in the front of the car. It had been a long day for us and we had to stop to
get something to eat and drink. The other three pups were in the cage so Beauty had to come with us. He wasn’t used to a lead but behaved very well and
lay down by the table whilst we had something to eat.

Bridie and pups
Tony was in Rudozem when someone got in the car telling him there was an emergency with dogs. The man directed him to a house where a woman came out and put
a dog on the back seat and a tied up sack containing young pups.
He drove back to the shelter with the mum and pups. Despite not knowing what was
happening to her, Bridie is a lovely natured girl and didn’t mind when we handled
her pups. Mum and pups are doing well. The pups, all girls are called Amy, Peggy,
Ruthie and Gem.

Finnegan, Flicka, Marucia and Puma
These four pups were brought to the shelter after they
had been found dumped and left alone.

Gubler, Mitzi, Roger, Spero, Telki and Valarah
These six very young pups were brought to the shelter by someone
who told us the mother had been hit by a car and killed. Sadly some
of the pups were
ill with others
still incubating
an infection. Despite our best
efforts all the
pups passed
away. RIP Little
ones.
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New arrivals continued
Daisy

Goofy
On the way home from
Smolian having just
rescued Daisy, we saw
a young pup running
about the road. The
little boy was very
nearly hit by a van. It
was a difficult rescue
as he was scared of
being caught and kept
running into the road.

We found Daisy on a
hospital visit to Smolian. She was weeks old
and had been left outside a shop that morning. Daisy had an infection when we found
her but has been on
antibiotics and is now
doing well.

Black cat

Timmy

We found this very
young black cat staggering and stumbling about
on the road. At first we
thought she had been hit
by a car but then it became apparent that she
was very ill with an infection. We had her on
antibiotics and rehydration fluids but sadly she
didn’t make it.

Tony was on his way back
to the shelter from
Rudozem when he spotted
Timmy all alone at the side
of the road. Timmy is a
friendly little boy who has
now joined Daisy and
Goofy.

Four pups left in a box
On the 22nd November, Kerry found that someone had left
four pups in a box outside the gate. The pups were only about
4 weeks old and crying for their mum. They are all eating and
are on puppy milk although some of them don’t appear to be
very strong. Gipsy has been taken in to the staffroom as she
was particularly thin and weak.
Photos: Gipsy snuggled up to Sage
The four pups

Esme
We were on our way to the vets in Plovdiv with Courage who was
going for his eye operation and Sage who was going to be spayed. It is
a four drive so we stopped for a coffee half way. We saw a poor dog
who had cans tied to both her back legs. She was so thin and hungry
and was looking for scraps but being chased off by people. When Tony went to help her she just dropped and froze in terror. She was in
such a poor condition and so scared that we just couldn’t leave her.
There was no room at the shelter so for now she is at the house with
Kerry. She has done very well
in a short space of time and
does love a cuddle when she
knows you won’t hurt her.
When she first sees men, she
screams and wets herself in
fear. She has taken a liking to
old Barney.
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Thank you to Jayne and Eva Laysan and Eva’s boyfriend Mark for holding RSDR
stalls at White Road parish Hall, Southampton on the 10th November and at
Guildhall, Winchester on the 25th November.

Mark and Badger
Jayne
Thank you
to Charlotte
Turner
who did a
20 mile
walk on
the 17th
November
from Shard end to Atherstone to
raise money for RSDR.

Mark and Eva
Thank you to Jason church who
completed the grueling 12 mile
Spartan Beast obstacle Course
from Hell on the 18th November. It
was tough going and Jason had
cramp
but he
did it for
our
dogs.

Badger is looking for a home in the UK
While we were waiting for transport to pick up our adopted dogs on the 23 February 2012, we were all inside having a cup of tea, to our surprise when we went out again we found 5 pups in a box by the gate.
Badger was born around the 2nd February 2012. He is a very happy and outgoing boy.
Badger was adopted in october 2012 but the resident dog wasn't too happy about his arrival. Badger is now
with a foster family in Southampton, England. He is still young and can be a little boisterous but he is doing
very well learning basic commands and has learned to fetch his ball.

Raise funds for RSDR when you search the web. You can do this from anywhere in the world!
Use easysearch every time you search the Web and they’ll give RSDR, 50% of the fees paid by their
advertising sponsors to Rudozem Street Dog Rescue (RSDR). Please set http://rsdr.easysearch.org.uk/ as your home page.
If you are in the UK, Tty shopping from over 2000 well known UK Retailers, and have some of the proceeds go to RSDR. Please go
to
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/rsdr/

